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1 . ORIGINAL WORKS . Elements clc la philosophic de
Newton nris d la port&e de tout le nlonde (Amsterdam,
1738) was published in a revision in 1741 and in a 2nd
ed . i n 1745 . The latter is the version included in vol .
XXXI of the Kehl ed . of his works (1784- 1789) and in
most later collections . Other writings on "Physique" in-
clude (I) the letters and a "Defense" of Newtonianism
(1739) : (2) the "Essai Sur la nature du feu et Sur sit prop-
agation" and "Doutes sur la mesure des forces mor-
tices et sur leur nature" ( 1741): (3) an abstract of Mme
du Chatelet's memoir on fire, "Memoire sur un ouvrage
de physique de Madame la Marquise du Chatelet"
( 1739), and a lengthy commentary on her book about
Leibniz, "Exposition du livre des Institutions Phys-
iques" (1740) : and (4) writings on natural history : "Re-
lation touchant un Maure blanc amene d'Afrique a Paris
en 1744 ." "Dissertation . . . sur les changements ar-
rives dans notre globe, et sur les petrifactions qu'on
pretend en etre les temoignages" (it was in this essay,
sent to the Academy in Bologna in 1746, that Voltaire
advanced the opinion that it was more probable that fos-
sils found in the Alps had been dropped by travelers
than that revolutionary changes have occurred in the
order of nature), "Des singularites de Ia nature" ( 1768) .
and "Les colimacons du Reverend Pere I'Escarbotier
. . ." (1768). Voltaire reprinted much of ch . 9 . pt . 111,
of the Elements in the article "Figure de la terre," in his
Questions sur l'Encvclopeclie ( 1770), taking the occasion
to make several corrections . Three further fragments
appear in the Melanges littcraires of the Kehl ed .,
"A.M . : : "' (1739) and "Courte reponse aux longs dis-
cours d'un docteur allemand" ( 1740), both about New-
tonianism, and finally, "Lettre stir la pretendue comete"
( 1773), the appearance of which was vulgarly supposed
to herald the end of the world . The 1827 ed . of Oeuvres
completes includes these fugitive pieces in its second
Phv.sidue volume (XI, II) . Theodore Besterman has edit-
ed Voltaire's Correspondence, 107 vols., Institut et
Musee Voltaire (Geneva, 1953- 1965) . A convenient
modern ed . of the Leibniz-Clarke Correspondence is
that by H . G . Alexander (Manchester, 1956) .

11 . SECONDARY LITERAL URE . The important work on
Newtonianism in France, Pierre Brunet, L'introchuvion
des theories dc • Newton en France till XVIII'' sii,ch,
ararrt /738 (Paris, 1931), was never completed . Ira O .
Wade, The Intellectual Development of Voltaire
(Princeton, 1969), draws on the author's earlier, more
specialized studies dealing with scientific themes in Vol-
taire's work . See, especially . Wade's ed . of Micromigas
(Princeton, 1950). where the 1739 date of composition
is convincingly argued . There is a valuable discussion of
Candidc in Peter Gay . The Enlightenment : An Interpre-
tation, I (New York, 1966) . 197-203 . Robert Walters .
"Voltaire and the Newtonian Universe," an unpublished
dissertation (1954) in the Princeton Univ . library, is a
study of the Elements . See also Martin S. Staum, "New-
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ton and Voltaire: Constructive Skeptics," in Studies on
Voltaire and the Eighteenth Century, 62 (1968), 29-56 :
and two articles by Henry Guerlac, "Three 18th-Centu-
ry Social Philosophers : Scientific Influences on Their
Thought," in Daedalus, 88 (1958), 12 - 18 : and "Where
the Statue Stood : Divergent Loyalties to Newton in the
18th Century," in Earl Wasserman . ed ., Aspects of the
18th Century (Baltimore, 1965) . 317-334. The inter-
pretation of the present article is developed more fully in
an essay by the undersigned . "Science and the Literary
Imagination: Voltaire and Goethe." in David Daiches
and A. K. Thorlby . eds . . Literature o/' the Western
World, I V (London, 1975), 167- 194 .
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VOLTERRA, VITO (b. Ancona, Italy, 3 May
1860; d. Rome, Italy, I I October 1940), niathe-
matics, aatttral philosoph'' .

Volterra was the only child of Abramo Volterra,
a cloth merchant, and his wife Angelica Almagia .
His ancestors had lived in Bologna, whence at the
beginning of the fifteenth century one of them had
moved to Volterra, a small city in Tuscany-the
origin of the family's present name . In 1459 this
ancestor's descendants opened a bank in Florence .
Volterras are remembered as fifteenth-century
writers and travelers and as collectors of books
and ancient codices . In the following centuries
branches of the family lived in various Italian cit-
ies, including Ancona in the 1700's .

Volterra was two years old when his father died .
He and his mother, left amost penniless, were tak-
en into the home of her brother, Alfonso Almagia,
an employee of the Banca Nazionale . Later they
lived in Turin and in Florence . Volterra spent the
greater part of his youth in Florence and consid-
ered himself almost a native of that city . He at-
tended the Scuola Tecnica Dante Alighieri and
the Istituto Tecnico Galileo Galilei, both of which
had excellent teachers, including the physicist
Antonio Roiti, who played an important part in
Volterra's career.

Volterra was a very precocious child . At the age
of eleven he began to study Bertrand's Trait'
d'arithmetiyue and Legendre's Elements de geo-
m etrie . He formulated original problems and tried
to solve them. At thirteen he worked on ballistic
problems and, after reading Jules Verne's novel
From the Earth to the Moon, tried to determine the
trajectory of a gun's projectile in the combined
gravitational field of the earth and the moon-a
restricted version of the three-body problem . In
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his solution the time is partitioned into small inter-
vals, for each of which the force is considered as
a constant and the trajectory is given as a succes-
sion of small parabolic arcs . Almost forty years
later, at the age of fifty-two, Volterra demonstrated
this solution in a course of lectures given at the
Sorbonne . The idea of studying a natural phenome-
non by dividing into small intervals the time in
which it occurs, and investigating the phenomenon
in each such interval by considering the causes that
produce it as invariable, was later applied by Vol-
terra to many other kinds of problems, such as
differential linear equations, theory of functionals .
and linear substitutions .

Although Volterra was greatly interested in sci-
ence, his family, which had little money, urged him
to follow a commercial career . There followed a
struggle between his natural inclination and practi-
cal necessity . The family appealed to a distant
cousin, Edoardo Almagia, a civil engineer with a
doctorate in mathematics, hoping that he would
persuade the boy to interrupt his studies and de-
vote himself to business . The cousin, however,
who later became Volterra's father-in-law, was so
impressed by his mathematical ability that he tried
to persuade the family to let the boy pursue his
scientific studies . Roiti, having learned that his
most able student was being urged to become a
bank clerk, immediately nominated him as assis-
tant in the physics laboratory at the University of
Florence, an unusual occurrence since Volterra
had not enrolled at the university .

Volterra completed high school in 1878 and en-
rolled in the department of natural sciences at the
University of Florence . Two years later he won
the competition to become a resident student at the
Scuola Normale Superiore in Pisa . At the Univer-
sity of Pisa he enrolled in the mathematics and
physics courses given by Betti, Dini, and Riccardo
Felici. At first he was very interested in Dini's
work in analysis . In one of Volterra's early papers,
published while he was still a student, he was the
first to present examples of derivable functions the
derivatives of which are not reconcilable with
Riemann's point of view . This observation was
used much later as a starting point for Lebesgue's
research on this subject . Volterra was fascinated
most by Betti's lectures, and under his influence he
devoted his research to mechanics and mathemati-
cal physics .

In 1882 Volterra graduated with a doctorate in
physics and was immediately appointed Betti's as-
sistant . The following year, at the age of twenty-
three, he won the competition for a professorship
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of mechanics at the University of Pisa . After Bet-
ti's death Volterra succeeded him in the chair of
mathematical physics . In 1892 Volterra was ap-
pointed professor of mechanics at the University
of Turin, and in 1900 he succeeded Eugenio Bel-
trami in the chair of mathematical physics at the
University of Rome. In the same year he married
Virginia Almagia, who for over forty years was his
devoted companion .

In recognition of his scientific achievements,
Volterra was made a senator of the kingdom of
Italy in 1905 . Although he was never attracted by
politics, he spoke frequently in the Senate on im-
portant issues concerning university organization
and problems . He was active in Italian political life
during World War I and, later, in the struggle
against Fascist oppression .

When World War I broke out, Volterra felt that
Italy should join the Allies ; and when Italy entered
the war, Volterra, although he was fifty-five, enlist-
ed as an officer in the army corps of engineers,
joining its air branch. He perfected a new type of
airship, studied the possibility of mounting guns in
it, and was the first to fire a gun from an airship .
He also experimented with airplanes . For these
accomplishments he was mentioned in dispatches
and decorated with the War Cross .

At the beginning of 1917 Volterra established
the Italian Office of War Inventions and became its
chairman . He made frequent trips to France and to
Great Britain in the process of wartime scientific
and technical collaboration among the Allies. He
was the first to propose the use of helium as a sub-
stitute for hydrogen in airships .

In October 1922 Fascism came to power in
Italy. Volterra was one of the few to understand,
from the beginning, its threat to the country's
democratic institutions . He was one of the princi-
pal signatories of the "Intellectuals' Declaration"
against Fascism, an action he took while president
of the Accademia dei Lincei. When the proposed
"laws of national security" were discussed by the
Italian Senate, a small group of opposition sena-
tors, headed by Volterra and Benedetto Croce,
appeared-at great personal risk-at all the Sen-
ate's meetings and always voted against Mussolini .
By 1930 the parliamentary government created by
Cavour in the nineteenth century was abolished,
and Volterra never again attended sessions of the
Italian Senate .

In 193 1, having refused to sign the oath of alle-
giance imposed upon professors by the Fascist gov-
ernment, Volterra was dismissed from the Univer-
sity of Rome; and in 1932, for the same reason, he
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was deprived of all his memberships in Italian sci-
entific academies . In 1936, however, on the nomi-
nation of Pope Pius XI he was elected to the Pon-
tifical Academy of Sciences .

After 1931 Volterra lectured in Paris at the Sor-
bonne, in Rumania, in Spain, in Belgium, in Czech-
oslovakia, and in Switzerland . He spent only short
periods in Italy, mainly at his country house at
Ariccia, in the Alban Hills South of Rome . From
December 1938 he was afflicted by phlebitis, but
his mind remained clear and he continued his pas-
sionate pursuit of science until his death .

Volterra's scientific work covers the period from
1881, when he published his first papers, to 1940
when his last paper was published in the Ac'ta of
the Pontifical Academy of Sciences . His most
important contributions were in higher analysis,
mathematical physics, celestial mechanics, the
mathematical theory of elasticity, and mathemati-
cal biometrics . His major works in these fields in-
cluded the foundation of the theory of functionals
and the solution of the type of integral equations
with variable limits that now bear his name,
methods of integrating hyperbolic partial differen-
tial equations, the study of hereditary phenomena,
optics of birefringent media, the motion of the
earth's poles and elastic dislocations of multicon-
nected bodies, and, in his last years, placing the
laws of biological fluctuations on mathematical
bases and establishing principles of a demographic
dynamics that present analogies to the dynamics of
material systems .
Volterra received numerous honors, was a

member of almost every major scientific academy
and was awarded honorary doctorates by many
universities. In 1921 he received an honorary
knighthood from George V of England .

Scientific research did not, however, occupy all
of Volterra's activity . He was an intimate friend of
many well-known scientific, political, literary, and
artistic men of his time . He has been compared to
a typical man of the Italian Renaissance for the
variety of his interests and knowledge, his great
scientific curiosity, and his sensitivity to art, litera-
ture, and music .
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Society, 16 (1941), 131 - 139 .
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.sciences, 211 (1940), 309-312 : S . Mandelbrojt, in Year-
book. American Philosophical Society (1940), 448-451 ;
D'Arcy W. Thompson and Sir Sydney Chapman, in
Nature, 147 (22 Mar . 1941), 349-350; C . Somigliana,
in Acta Pontificiae Accadenuac scientiarunr, 6 (1942),
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note nrutico e frcico di Milano, 17 (1946), 3-61, with
bibliobraphy ; Guido Castelnuovo and Carlo Somigliana,
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Oct . ; and J . Peres, in Ricerca scientifica, 18 (1948),
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VOLTZ, PHILIPPE LOUIS (b. Strasbourg, France,
15 August 1785 : ( l . Paris, France, 30 March 1840),
geology .

Voltz came from a poor family, and his parents
had to make great sacrifices for his education . He
entered the Ecole Polytechnique in 1803 and the
Ecole des Mines in 1806 . After serving as a mining
engineer in the Belgian provinces, he held the post
of chief engineer of the Strasbourg mineralogical
district from August 1814 until 1836 . In this ca-
pacity he advised industrialists in eastern France,
made an inventory of the mineral resources of
Alsace, and began the surveys needed to establish
a geological map of the province. Only the map of
the southern region (the Haut-Rhin department)
was completed, however : it was published in 1833 .
Greatly interested in minerals and fossils, Voltz
devoted much time to the development of Stras-
bourg's museum of natural history, which, as a re-
sult, soon possessed one of France's largest collec-
tions concerning stratigraphic paleontology .

Voltz's publications on the stratigraphy of east-
ern France, particularly on the Triassic, display his
remarkable gifts as an observer. "Aperqu de la
topographic mineralogique de ['Alsace" ( 1828) .
which appeared simultaneously in German, treats
of the stratigraphy and paleontology of the prov-
ince, as well as of its mineralogy. Paleontology in-
creasingly attracted Voltz, who published several
studies of fossil mollusks, notably belemnites and
Nerinea .

Because of his fame as a paleontologist, new
fossil forms were frequently named after Voltz : for
example, Adolphe Brongniart's genus Volt~.io, a

gymnosperm abundant in the Triassic .
Voltz was fluent in German and encouraged

contact between scientists on both sides of the
Rhine . In December 1828 he and some of his
friends founded the Societe d'Histoire Naturelle de
Strasbourg . He was also a member of the Geologi-
cal Society of London and a corresponding mem-
ber of the Societe Industrielle de Mulhouse .

In 1830 Voltz began to give a free course of lec-
tures in geognosy at the Strasbourg Faculty of Sci-
ences. Among his students were Jules Thurmann
and Amanz Gressly, the latter of whom apparently
took up the notion of facies that Voltz had intro-
duced into geology in 1828 . Voltz organized and
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presided at the special meeting of the French Geo-
logical Society held at Strasbourg and in the
Vosges 6- 14 September 1834, which was attend-
ed by many French and foreign geologists .

Voltz's activities went far beyond geology . He
was a municipal councillor of Strasbourg and c •otnt-
seiller gc%neral of the Bas-Rhin department . While
holding these offices he became concerned about
the conditions of the poor, and he seems to have
been an enthusiastic supporter of the July Revolu-
tion of 1830 .
Named inspector-general of mines in December

1836, Voltz moved to Paris, where, besides han-
dling his administrative duties, he enriched the pa-
leontological collection of the Ecole des Mines . His
health began to deteriorate, however, and he died
four years later .
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VON NEUMANN, JOHANN (or JOHN) (b. Buda-
pest, Hungary, 28 December 1903 : cl . Washington,
D .C ., 8 February 1957), mathematics, matheniati-
c al physics .

Von Neumann, the eldest of three sons of Max
von Neumann, a well-to-do Jewish banker, was
privately educated until he entered the Gymna-
sium in 1914. His unusual mathematical abilities
soon came to the attention of his teachers, who
pointed out to his father that teaching him conven-
tional school mathematics would be a waste of
time . he was therefore tutored in mathematics
under the guidance of university professors, and by


